
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE  

                  Dubai’s leading Property Brokerage taps on expertise of local Tech company 
                        An Xing Technology spearheads Tech leveraged by FIDU Properties Dubai 

Singapore, 26 November 2021  

Local company, An Xing Technology Pte Ltd, was formally appointed the Technological Service Provider of Dubai’s leading 
Real Estate agency, FIDU Properties Dubai, to reinvent Singapore’s matured Property landscape. 

From 2019, An Xing Technology has been FIDU Properties Dubai’s trusted authority in enhancing emerging technologies 
used in propelling their business. Since our incorporation, we have devoted our capabilities in equipping FIDU Properties 
Dubai to remain in the forefront of the Property landscape. We fortify our affiliated businesses to fulfil their objectives with 
cutting-edge application of the latest technology.  

COVID19 outlasted the world’s expectation of a pandemic lifespan. Global economies assumed we could make do with the 
current circumstances. However, two years on, and industries still struggle to stay afloat, the property market was not an 
exception. 

In view of the pandemic, An Xing Technology assumed the role of empowering businesses to rise above their limitations, 
leverage the restrictions to propel themselves forward. Our present year-long collaboration with FIDU properties Dubai was 
spent identifying gaps in the transactional journeys of Property Developers and their Clients. This year-long analysis is but 
the matured Property industry’s springboard to a digitised and seamless process through our two-pronged breakthrough-
application of the latest technology.  
Our mobile application development capabilities empower industry players to safeguard their businesses from enduring, 
unprecedented circumstances. With the FIDU Properties project as our current portfolio priority, there is much for 
Singapore’s property landscape to anticipate in 2022. 

#### 

About An Xing Technology Pte Ltd 
Incorporated in 2019, An Xing Technology Pte. Ltd. is an IT development company known for her mobile application 
capabilities that serve the global user. The company attributes her rapid scale-up to the growing demand in remaining 
digitally-connected. With the Team’s unwavering integrity and reliability, An Xing Technology is committed to providing 
mobile application services that deliver results. With remaining relevant in the evolving tech landscape as a priority, An Xing 
Technology takes pride in her team of highly-skilled digital natives. 

An Xing Technology creates the next breakthrough.  
Everyday, they push beyond their boundaries and own what they deliver. 

The Mission 
To secure a standing in the technological landscape as an in-house incubator for novel applications of emerging 
technologies. 

For more information: 
Valerie Adele Leong 
Valerie.leong@anxingtech.com 


